INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

1. AMERINDIA publishes in French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, and Native American languages. Every article indicates, below the title line, the author’s name and (if applicable) the author’s affiliation. It is complemented by a ten-line abstract in the language of the article.

2. An article consists of maximally thirty A4-pages (21x29,7 cm) with standard margins and double spacing (i.e., about 50,000 characters, including spaces and notes). They must be submitted electronically in both MS Word (or RTF) and PDF format (please notice that we are currently unable to receive articles written in LaTex). Special characters must be in Unicode.

3. When the language of study is not well known, the introduction should contain a brief presentation of the major characteristics of the language, its genealogical affiliation, and some cultural and demographic information regarding its speakers; a map indicating its geographical location is welcome.

4. When unusual or ambiguous orthographic symbols are used, their correct interpretability must be assured. Accordingly, authors are invited to summarize the phonological system of the language and to indicate deviating orthographic symbols.

5. Bibliographical references in the text should only contain the name(s) of the author(s), the year, and (if applicable) page numbers. Full references are listed at the end of the article.

6. Notes must be numbered continuously throughout the text. The note number is placed after the punctuation mark (comma, semicolon, period, quotation marks, etc.).

7. The editorial board has the right to modify the lay-out of the articles according to the norms of the journal.

8. Publication of an article in AMERINDIA does not entail author’s rights. When the article is published on paper, the author receives two copies of the corresponding issue of AMERINDIA.

9. One year after the paper publication, AMERINDIA articles are published online on http://www.vjf.cnrs.fr/sedyl/revues.php?voirintro=O&langue=fr&revue=Amerindia&aire=CELIA (any change of the URL will be duly communicated).

10. All articles are evaluated anonymously by two external reviewers and up to two members of the editorial board.

11. The article must contain a complete list of cited references (and only those). The entries in the reference list must look as follows:

Books:

Doctoral dissertations:

Book chapters:
Companion Series 89], Elizabeth Stark, Elizabeth Leiss & Werner Abraham (eds), 285-308. Amsterdam: John Benjamins.

**Journal articles:**

**Electronic sources:**

12. Submissions that do not adhere to these norms will not be accepted.